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Abstract—Variable Pipeline Cool Mega Array (VPCMA) is an
low power Coarse Grained Reconfigurable Architecture (CGRA)
based on the concept of CMA (Cool Mega Array). It implements a pipeline structure that can be configured depending on
performance requirements, and the silicon on thin buried oxide
(SOTB) technology that allows to control its body bias voltage
to balance performance and leakage power. In this paper, we
propose a methodology to optimize exactly with an Integer Linear
Program the VPCMA body bias while considering simultaneously
its variable pipeline structure. For the studied applications, we
evaluate that it is possible to achieve an average reduction of
energy consumption of 19.3% and 11.8% when compared to
respectively the zero bias (without body bias control) and the
uniform (control of the whole PE array) cases, while respecting
performance constraints. Besides, with appropriate body bias
control, it is possible to extend the possible performance, hence
enabling broader trade-off analyzes between consumption and
performance. These promising results show that applying an
adequate optimization technique for the body bias control while
simultaneously considering pipeline structures can not only
enable further power reduction than previous methods, but also
allow more trade-off analysis possibilities.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent advanced IoTs (Internet of Things) and wearable
computing require a relatively high performance with extremely low energy consumption. CGRA (Coarse-Grained
Reconfigurable Architecture) is a candidate of accelerators for
such devices thanks to its high degree of performance per
limited energy budget. The principle of CGRAs consists of
an array of small processing elements (PEs) which can execute simple computational operations, and distributed memory
modules connected together with an interconnection network.
Highly efficient computing can be performed by changing the
type of operations and their interconnection.
VPCMA (Variable Pipeline Cool Mega Array) [1] is a low
power CGRA based on the concept of CMA (Cool Mega
Array) [2]. It provides a large PE array without dynamic
reconfiguration and a tiny microcontroller with banked data
memory. The pipeline structure in the PE array can be configured so as to fit target algorithms and required performance.
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Also, VPCMA uses the Silicon on Thin Buried Oxide (SOTB)
technology, a type of fully depleted silicon on insulator (FDSOI). So a balance between performance and leakage power
can be kept by controlling the body bias voltages.
Although the basic trade-off of changing the pipeline
structure of VPCMA has been discussed in [1], body bias
control has not been applied. Here, we propose a bi-objective
optimization method of both energy and performance considering simultaneously the body bias voltages, the pipeline
structure, and the target application. At first sight, the problem
may seem complex, and one could consider to apply multiobjective metaheuristics such as genetic algorithms to tackle
it. However, while these methods have successfully been used
for various similar cases, they do not always provide optimal
solutions and we propose in this work a model and analysis
of this problem that allow to solve it quickly by using an ILP
(Integer Linear Program) model, with guarantee of optimality.
All optimization results are based on parameters from an
existing developed design, and the results can be directly
applied to a real chip now under evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces VPCMA, SOTB process technology, and fundamental body bias control for VPCMA. Then, an optimization
method is proposed in Section III with preliminary evaluation
for building an ILP. The optimization results are presented in
Section IV. After discussion comparing with related works in
Section V, we conclude with a brief summary in Section VI.
II. VARIABLE P IPELINE C OOL M EGA A RRAY (VPCMA)
A. The architecture of VPCMA
The VPCMA is classified into Straight Forward CGRAs
(SF-CGRAs), a class of simple CGRAs. They consist of a
pipelined array of processing elements (PEs), memory modules and networks for transferring data between them. Data are
read out from the memory modules, transferred to the input
of pipelined array through a permutation network, and the
results are written back to the memory modules with another
permutation network.
The VPCMA architecture is a simple SF-CGRA that focuses
on reducing any energy usage other than that required for
computation. The PE array is built with a simply pipelined
combinatorial circuits to eliminate the power needed to distribute a clock to each PE. As shown in Fig. 1, the VPCMA

Fig. 2: Row-level body bias control with pipeline registers (2
and 4 stages)
Fig. 1: Diagram of VPCMA with details of PE and Pipeline
Registers

III. P ROBLEM DEFINITION AND PROPOSED METHOD

consists of a large PE array with pipeline registers, a microcontroller and banked data memory. The pipeline registers
are placed between every row of the PE array. As they are
all independently switchable, the VPCMA can freely change
its pipeline structure. The implementation of the registers is
also illustrated. This structure enables the implementation of
various application programs without a power-hungry dynamic
reconfiguration in the PE array.

Assuming that the pipeline structure and the body bias
voltages are controlled simultaneously, there are several possibilities of trade-off as shown in Table I. More advanced
analyses are therefore required to assess the trade-off possibilities between performance and power consumption which
both depends differently on the pipeline registers configuration
and the body bias control. Therefore, we propose in this
paper to optimize the choices on the body bias control while
simultaneously considering the pipeline structure.

B. SOTB
SOTB is classified as an FD-SOI technology in which
transistors are formed on thin buried oxide (BOX) layer. It
has been developed so that the delay and leakage power
consumption can be optimized by controlling the bias voltage
to the body, V BN and V BP respectively given to NMOS and
PMOS transistors. Three possibilities of biasing are available.
First, there is the zero-bias, where VBN and VBP are equal to
the source voltage (VS ), which means that the transistor works
with its normal voltage VT H . Second, we have the reverse-bias
(V BN < VS and V BP > VS ) where VT H is increased, and
the leakage current is exponentially reduced, while the delay
is increased. Finally, with the forward-bias (V BN > VS and
V BP < VS ), VT H is decreased and the leakage current is
increased, while the operational speed is enhanced.
C. Row-level body bias control for VPCMA
In the original paper on VPCMA [1], body bias control was
not considered and only zero bias was used to study the benefit
of a pipeline structure. In this work, we propose a row-level
body bias domain for the PE array, as shown in Fig. 2, to
balance the delay time of each pipeline stage and have more
flexible choices on the bias voltages. By using a row-level
body bias control, we can apply a reverse (forward) body bias
to every stage whose delay is shorter (longer) than the largest
(shortest) one until they become (nearly) equal.

TABLE I: Trade-off between performance and power

Performance
Dynamic power
of register
and clock tree
Dynamic power
of the glitches

Performance
Static power

Number of pipelined stage
large
small
high
low
increases

decreases

decreases

increases

Body bias voltage
forward bias reverse bias
low
high
decreases
increases

On basis of the aforementioned trade-off information, we
can define the problem as the following bi-objective optimization problem: given an application, how to optimize the power
consumption and the performance of the VPCMA with choices
on simultaneously the body bias voltages and the pipeline
structure.
The equations required to model this problem can be
formulated as follows:

1 if the i-th PE row is set with V BNj
Vij =
(1)
0 otherwise

1 if the k-th pipeline register is used
pregk =
(2)
0 otherwise

Pdyn

= freq × (Ecomb (pregk )
6
X
+
(Ereg + Eclk )pregk )

(3)

k=0

Pstat

=

7 X
12
X

Pleak,row,j (Vij )

i=0 j=0

Dl

+Pleak,reg + Pleak,clk
7 X
12
X
=
DP E,j Vij

(4)
(5)

i=0 j=0

where:
• Vij represents the body bias assignment, with i =
{0, 1, . . . , 7} since the VPCMA possesses eight rows, and
j = {0, 1, . . . , 12} since there are 13 possibles voltages
as it will be explained in the following
• V BNj is the j-th available body bias voltage
• pregk represents the configuration of the k-th pipeline
register, with k = {0, 1, . . . , 6} since the VPCMA implements 7 registers
• Pdyn and Pstat are respectively the dynamic and static
power of the PE array (considering body bias control and
pipeline structure)
• Ecomb , Ereg , and Eclk are the energy consumption of
respectively the combinatorial circuits, a pipeline register,
and clock tree
• Pleak,row,j , Pleak,reg , and Pleak,clk are the leak power of
respectively a row on V BNj , a pipeline register, and the
clock tree
• Dl and DP E,j are the delay time of respectively the l-th
datapath and a PE supplied with V BNj ; Dl is therefore
calculated as the sum of the delays caused by the PEs
located in the l-th datapath.
In this work, the optimization problem is to minimize the
sum of Pdyn and Pstat . The parameters in the above model
such as Pleak,row,j or Pcomb (pregk ) are obtained by several
simulations for the four applications listed in Table II. The
design used in the simulations are based on a real VPCMA
chip.
TABLE II: Simulated applications
Application
gray
sepia
af
sf

Description
24 bit (RGB) gray scale
8 bit sepia filter
24 bit (RGB) alpha blender
24 bit (RGB) sepia filter

The size of the solution space is 27 × 138 . Indeed, the
VPCMA can configure 27 = 128 patterns of pipeline structure
since for each of the seven registers, it is possible to choose to
use it or not. For the row level body bias, each of the eight rows
in the PE array can select among thirteen possible voltages
(denoted V BN0 , . . . , V BN12 ), so there are 138 possibilities.
As a test, for one pipeline structure, it takes 3 hours to elicit
and simulate all these possibilities on a 1.6GHz dual-core Intel
Core i5 with 8GB of DDR3 RAM.

Given the size of the solution space and the complex
formulation of some equations (e.g. Pdyn ), techniques such as
metaheuristics could be applied. However, a close examination
of the problem shows that it is possible to formulate this
problem as an ILP (Integer Linear Problem) which, unlike
metaheuristics, gives a guarantee of optimality. Indeed, when
the pipeline structure is fixed, that is, pregi is fixed, Pdyn is
constant. Therefore, with the remaining equations being linear,
it is possible to formulate this problem as only 128 ILPs
(one for each pipeline structure). Moreover, its bi-objective
nature can be simplified by considering the performance as a
constraint that needs to be reached. Since the design focus of
the VPCMA is low power, the problem can be re-formulated
as follows: given an application and a fixed pipeline structure,
how to optimize the power consumption of the VPCMA while
reaching required performance with choices on the body bias
voltages.
A. ILP model
The ILP can then be formulated as follows:

min Pstat,rows

=

7 X
12
X

Pleak,row,j (Vij )

(6)

i=0 j=0

subject to
7
X

1
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∀ datapath l
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(8)
(9)

∀j = {0, 1, . . . , 12}
where the constraint (7) ensures that the row level body
bias is respected (same body bias for the PEs on the same
row) and (8) expresses that the required performance Dreq
is reached. It is worth noting that Pleak,reg and Pleak,clk are
constant (not controlled by body bias) and therefore do not
have to be included in the objective function.
IV. E VALUATION
To analyze the possibilities of the proposed method, we perform the power optimization for several different performance
requirements and for each application described in Section III.
To evaluate the energy reduction achieved by the proposed
method, we simulate other policies of body bias control as
comparison basis:
• control for the whole PE array (uniform)
• no body bias control (zero bias)
As shown in Fig. 3, using the body bias control allows
to reach higher achievable performance. For instance, without body bias control (zero bias), the performance cannot
exceed 3.12 × 109 . However, both the uniform control and
the proposed method allow higher performance values. Also,
unlike the uniform control, the proposed method can keep a
steady increase of the power even at high performance, since

searching for the optimal size of body biasing, but targeting
instead groups of PE array with combinatorial circuits, and a
genetic algorithm which cannot give guarantee of optimality
was used. They did not consider the pipeline processing and
so the optimization only focused on body biasing. Since the
goal of this paper is multi-objective optimization of both the
power and the performance considering simultaneously body
bias control and pipeline structure, the optimization methods
and results are completely different.
Fig. 3: Comparisons between each methods (V DD = 0.55 V)

Fig. 4: Energy reduction ratio for each application (V DD =
0.55 V)
forward bias has to be applied only to the row which causes
a bottleneck in the critical path.
To compare the energy between different methods, the
average energy of all performances is calculated for each
application and for each methods. Fig. 4 illustrates the reduction ratio of the energy between the proposed method
and the other two policies. With the proposed method, it
is possible to achieve an energy consumption of 24.5% and
16.1% lower than respectively the zero bias and the uniform
cases (best reduction with “gray” application). In average, the
consumption is 19.3% and 11.8% lower than respectively the
zero bias and the uniform cases.
In terms of algorithmic performance, it is worth noting that
the proposed method gives a guarantee of optimality and is
indeed faster than an explicit elicitation. Compared to the
previously-mentioned 3 hours to simulate all the possibilities
for a fixed pipeline structure, the ILP takes around 4 minutes
in the worst simulated case.
V. R ELATED WORKS
Variable pipeline structure is widely used to select various
trade-off between the performance and power. It was applied
to a CPU [3], H.264 decoder [4] and routers [5], [6]. Some
of them control the power supply voltage when the pipeline
structure is changed but a body bias control has not been
applied.
Variable body bias control technique has been applied to a
dynamically reconfigurable processor [7] and the CMA [8].
However, the former focuses on finding the optimal body bias
domain size at the design stage whereas the latter is also

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a methodology based on
ILP to optimize simultaneously the power consumption and
the performance of a variable pipelined CGRA, the VPCMA,
while considering both body biasing and pipeline structure.
The simulation results demonstrated that the proposed method
allows to reach lower consumption than previous work while
meeting required performance. Moreover, the range of possible
performance can be stretched with appropriate body biasing
and pipeline structure, hence enabling broader trade-off analyzes between consumption and performance.
As future works, although all the parameters used for the
simulations are based on an existing developed design, tests on
a real chip (now under evaluation) have yet to be carried out.
Besides, it is worth noting that the optimization is currently
performed considering a fixed application mapping on the
PEs. Since the body bias control and the pipeline structure
both depend on the mapping, a change on the latter (for
instance, a more compact mapping) may alter the optimality
of previously-found bias voltages and pipeline registers configuration. An application mapping tool considering both body
bias control and pipeline structure would allow even further
optimization and analyzes.
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